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In the solar system on the edge of the Milky Way.  

More than ten black–horned ships arrived.  

Inside the one in front, Harlan looked at the blue planet excitedly.  

‘That’s right! This is indeed an indigenous living planet.  

‘Even though this planet named Earth was small, the black–horned ship has already 
detected a lot of vitality on it.  

‘Hahaha! It’s time for my luck to change!  

‘After I go back to the Royal Region, I will shock everyone and become the chosen one 
in the Royal Region, slapping all the faces of the people who looked down on me.‘  

At this moment, Harlan was in high spirits.  

He imagined getting the Earthlings‘ feedback after planting his slave mark. Then, he 
would prosper and become the top dog.  

Floyd stood next to Harlan.  

He also spotted Earth not far away.  

He let out a sigh of relief.  

To be honest, he was terrified the whole way.  

After all, he found this in the family’s secret room and did not find this himself. So, there 
was a chance it could have been fake.  

Even if Harlan viewed Floyd as his brother on the way here, Harlan would not hesitate 
to make Floyd wish he was dead if he found that Earth did not exist.  

Now, Earth was in front of them and Floyd could prove he was not lying.  

He was safe now.  

“Harlan, what do you think? I didn’t lie to you, right? That blue planet should be the 
living indigenous planet Pavan found. Too bad he didn’t make enough preparations and 
didn’t plant his slave mark,” Floyd said.  



“Haha, Floyd. I never doubted you. If not, why would I waste so much time and effort 
coming here? Don’t worry. I will fulfill your requests one by one,” Harlan laughed and 
said.  

“Thank you, Harlan.”  

“You’re too kind, Floyd. I should be the one thanking you. If I didn’t meet you, I would 
have lived the rest of my life without any excitement, but now, I have bigger ambitions.”  

After Harlan said that, he changed the topic and said loudly, “Tell everyone to move full 
speed ahead. Our destination will be the blue planet in front of us.”  

“Yes, Master!”  

More than ten black–horned ships moved toward Earth quickly.  

Earth.  

It had been almost a year since David left.  

Earth still looked the same and there were not many changes.  

Everyone was still practicing martial arts, and a lot of talented new stars emerged.  

They gathered in Somerland, and Mason would train them systematically.  

This was David’s order before he left.  

If Earth wanted to protect itself and have the chance to venture out, it had to first be 
strong.  

Even though they got through the catastrophe this time, what about the next one and 
the one after that?  

Who could promise they would get through every one of them safely?  

Only by making Earth stronger could they face every crisis in the future.  

Of course, all of the powerhouses on Earth would listen to David.  

After the catastrophe, everyone united.  

As long as there was someone with potential on any corner of Earth, they would be sent 
to Somerland for cultivation immediately.  

Somerland also gradually became a holy land for all Earthlings.  



Because of David’s existence, all countries and forces looked up to Somerland.  

Even if David had left Earth to explore the vast starry sky, this did not stop the 
Earthlings from respecting him.  

Right now, David’s position on Earth was equivalent to Emperor Nimbus‘ position in the 
hearts of the people in the Milky Way.  

There was an invincible conviction.  

No matter which corner of Earth one was at, as long as someone dared to talk bad 
about David, they would be attacked.  

At the same time, in this one year, David’s statues were erected in every corner of 
Earth.  
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The statues were signs of respect toward David.  

After all, if David did not exist, Earth would be Pavan’s slave and could never 
emancipate itself.  

Hence, David was no different from Earth’s savior.  

At this moment, in Somerland on Earth, it was very lively in David’s secluded 
residence.  

Celine, Selena, Pearl, Julia, Sandy, Amelia, and the women who had a closer 
relationship with David were all living together.  

As the strongest one among them, Selena took the responsibility of teaching them.  

The women were gathered here for one purpose: to wait for David’s return.  

Even if David only had Celia as his official girlfriend, the other women would not give up 
easily.  

This was because David was too exceptional, so they would not bother to look at other 
men.  

No matter what, those men would never compare to David.  

After meeting the best, who would still want someone inferior?  



As for the women’s families, they did not reject their decision and were instead very 
supportive.  

Now, anyone with a connection to David would benefit.  

Even if David did not end up accepting them, they would not choose another man. They 
only hoped to stay by David forever.  

Pearl and the others were all top–notch beauties, especially Selena.  

Selena would be one of the best even if she were in the Royal Region, let alone Earth.  

She was not inferior to Mia from the Four Fairies.  

They gathered to wait for David’s return, causing countless men to be envious of David.  

However, even if they were envious, they would not feel jealous or hateful because they 
were not worthy of feeling that way.  

Thankfully, Celia, David’s official girlfriend, did not mind the existence of the other 
women.  

She never wanted to have David by herself. She only wanted David to come back 
safely. She could accept everything else.  

While David was not around, the women were happily waiting for David’s return.  

After spending time together for so long, they were already like sisters.  

At this moment, the beauties were chatting with each other.  

“Selena, when can I break through to God Rank?” Sandy asked.  

“Sandy, you’re still young. Why are you in such a hurry?” Selena patted Sandy’s head 
and  

asked.  

Sandy was the youngest among them, and she was only a little over twenty years old.  

Back then, no one dared to imagine a partial God Ranker in her twenties.  

However, it existed now and there was more than one.  

This was all because of the genetic drug Pavan left behind.  



Among them, Selena was the most talented one.  

After consuming the drug, her strength increased rapidly.  

When David left, she was still a Super–God Ranker, but now, she had already broken 
through the first level of Star Realm and became a Satellite Ranker.  

This was pretty quick.  

“However, Celia says Dave will bring us to space to see the outside world this time he 
comes back. I’m worried he won’t take me because I’m not strong enough,” Sandy said, 
feeling a little disappointed.  

“Sandy, don’t think that. We’re one unit. David will surely bring all of us,” Celia 
comforted at one side.  

“Celia, you have to help me if Dave refuses to bring me. He always listens to you.”  

“Of course! I’ll ask him to take you.”  

“Okay! Thank you, Celia.”  

Everyone laughed when they saw Sandy’s face.  

They had a stronger connection with David, so they knew David’s personality.  

David was cruel and decisive toward his enemies, but to his friends, he was more soft–
hearted.  

If not, they would not have the chance to sit together.  

David did not want to hurt them, and this was how they managed to capitalize on 
David’s weakness.  

Judging from David’s temper, he would never leave any one of them if he had 
previously promised to take everyone away from Earth to see the outside world.  
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The Earth’s artificial satellites detected dozens of black–horned ships the moment they 
approached Earth.  

“Master, some things are monitoring us!”  



“Attack them right away! Crush all of them!” Harlan said without thinking.  

They had to use the strongest power to suppress the humans on this living indigenous 
planet  

so that the humans would know they did not have the chance to fight back.  

Once they did, they would die. That way, they would receive the slave mark obediently.  

Harlan’s method was not the same as Pavan’s.  

Pavan tried to get on the earthlings‘ good side and then plant his slave mark without 
their knowledge.  

On the contrary, Harlan would use force to subdue the earthlings.  

He would crush the earthlings‘ confidence and then plant his slave mark forcefully.  

“Yes, Master!”  

The moment the Earth’s artificial satellites sent an image back to Earth, they were 
bombed into pieces by the black–horned ships.  

After the black–horned ships destroyed the dozens of artificial satellites, they entered 
the ozone layer and headed to the surface of the Earth.  

Somerland, Earth.  

Once the Satellite Monitoring Center received the images from space, they realized the 
artificial satellites were destroyed.  

The staff from the center immediately sensed something was not right, so they quickly 
reported this to the Somerland Parliament.  

Soon, the pictures and the news of the satellite’s destruction reached Mason.  

When Mason looked at the pictures, he figured those must have been alien 
spaceships.  

There were only two possibilities for aliens coming to Earth.  

One was because David was back.  

However, if it were David, he would not destroy the satellites.  

Therefore, that possibility could be ruled out.  



In that case, it would be the other possibility: aliens were invading the Earth again.  

Plus, they attacked and destroyed the satellite the moment they got here, so they 
definitely did not come in peace.  

Mason realized how serious this was, so he called Julia immediately.  

At this moment, Julia was chatting with her friends.  

Ring ring!  

The phone rang.  

When Julia saw it was from her Great–Grandfather Mason, she shushed everyone and 
answered the phone.  

“Hello, Great–grandpa, what’s wrong?” Julia asked.  

“Julia, don’t speak. Listen to me, just now Somerland Satellite Monitoring Center sent 
over some pictures and news. Dozens of alien spaceships have entered Earth and they 
even destroyed Earth’s artificial satellites. I’ll send you the pictures now. Contact David. 
You must get hold of him. The aliens didn’t come in peace just like the ones before.”  

After Mason said that, he hung up the phone quickly.  

Then, he sent the photos of the black–horned ships that were taken by the artificial 
satellite to Julia.  

After Mason hung up the phone, Julia could not come back to her senses.  

Since she did not speak, the others did not dare to disturb her.  

When Julia slowly placed the phone down, Celia asked, “Julia, what’s wrong? Did 
anything happen?”  

Her voice pulled Julia back to reality.  

“Celia, call David right now. Hurry. Alien spaceships have entered the Earth. They 
attacked the moment they arrived and destroyed our artificial satellites. Those aliens 
were like the ones back then and do not come in peace,” Julia said hurriedly.  

‘What?‘  

What Julia said caused Selena and the others present to be shocked.  

‘Aliens are coming to Earth again?  



‘H–How is this possible?  

‘Last time, David was here, and that’s how Earth averted disaster and escaped the 
catastrophe.  

‘However, David had left Earth, so how would they fight the aliens?‘  

“Julia, calm down. What did Old Master Stefani say?” Selena asked.  

“My great–grandpa said he got news from the Somerland Satellite Monitoring Center 
that aliens are coming to Earth. The satellite discovered the aliens so they destroyed 
the satellite directly. They are making their way to land right now and my great–grandpa 
asked us to call David right now.”  

“Celia, go and contact David right now and tell him everything. Let’s see what he says,” 
Selena turned to Celia and said.  

“Alright, I will,” Celia answered nervously.  

Then, she started contacting David.  
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Right now, David was the backbone of all earthlings.  

Aliens were invading the Earth again, so of course, they had to tell him.  

This was also what David had instructed before he left.  

They had to tell him immediately if something happened to Earth.  

After informing Julia, Mason started making other preparations.  

David could save Earth, but he was not around.  

Even if he was aware of what was happening, it was unknown when he would make it 
back through the vast and boundless starry sky.  

Before David came back, Earth had to save itself.  

Mason asked the Satellite Monitoring Center to determine where the aliens would land. 
Then, he told all the powerhouses on Earth to make their way to Somerland 
immediately. Soon, the powerhouses started taking action.  



They experienced an alien invasion before, so they knew the aliens would not come in 
Plus, David was not here this time, so they had to work together to fight those malicious 
aliens.  

Planet Royal in the Royal Region.  

peace.  

Mia kept watch outside the courtyard as per David’s instruction and did not allow 
anyone to go in.  

Even though she did not know what David was doing in his room, she would not 
hesitate to do as he said since he had instructed her.  

Soon, Princess Astrid arrived.  

“Mia, what are you doing out here? Where’s David?” Astrid asked.  

“Your Royal Highness, he’s in his room,” Mia answered.  

“I’ll go look for him.”  

“Your Royal Highness, David asked me to keep watch out here and not let anyone go 
in. I think he has something important to take care of.”  

“Oh? I’ll stay here with you then.”  

“It’s fine. I have nothing to do if I go back anyway. I’ll wait for him with you.”  

Inside the room, David had just spent a hundred thousand lavish points to upgrade his 
body from Infinity level 10 to Ruler level 1.  

From this, his combat power successfully broke through partial Eternal Realm and 
reached Eternal Realm.  

There were three levels at Eternal Realm: Ruler Rank, Immortal Rank, and Sovereign 
Rank.  

Right now, David was at beginner Ruler Rank.  

David had the super lavish system, so he was not the same as others. To him, there 
were no bottlenecks.  

As long as he got enough lavish points to upgrade, he could upgrade his strength 
without limits.  



David’s body reached Ruler level 1 and he felt a huge change in his body.  

Unlike the previous upgrades, this was true sublimation.  

He felt as if he could move the sky and earth with his every breath.  

His body also had unlimited energy and vitality. At the same time, it produced energy 
non- stop.  

His head was also filled with profound knowledge.  

As David was feeling the minor changes in every inch of his body…  

Ring ring!  

His communication device rang, interrupting him.  

David was pissed.  

How could someone interrupt him at this critical moment?  

He did not want to look at it, but in the end, David still opened his communication device 
and saw a long message.  

It was from Celia on Earth.  

She also attached a picture of more than ten black–horned ships.  

‘Earth is in danger!‘  

 


